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Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) has revolutionized the treatment
of noninfectious ureter and renal stones since the 1980s, and it is the least invasive
treatment and most common intervention for upper urinary tract stones.1 Advances
in shock wave lithotripsy (SWL) technology have improved treatment outcomes and
reduced complications, which have led to its widespread use. The world’s elderly
population is growing at a rapid rate. In 2015, people aged $65 years accounted for
8.5% of the world’s population, and this proportion is expected to rise to 17% by
the year 2050.2 With the growing number of elderly patients and their increased life
expectancy, medical practitioners must determine whether treatment modalities used in
the general population are also applicable to the elderly. The prevalence and incidence
of renal stones have been reported to be increasing across the world.3 Inevitably, the
number of elderly patients seeking medical help for urolithiasis will continue to rise.
Medical practitioners will consider SWL as the primary treatment option in many
of these patients; however, data on SWL efficacy and safety in elderly patients are
scarce. The aim of this study was to compare the efficacy and safety of SWL between
the elderly and non-elderly.
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Background: This study compared the clinical outcomes of extracorporeal shock wave
lithotripsy between elderly (aged $65 years) and non-elderly (aged ,65 years) patients.
Methods: A retrospective review of medical records was performed on 483 (non-elderly: 245,
elderly: 238) patients with upper urinary tract stones who underwent shock wave lithotripsy
between 2007 and 2015. The demographic data, stone parameters, stone-free rate, retreatment
rate, and complication rate were analyzed in both elderly and non-elderly patient groups.
Results: There was no significant difference between non-elderly and elderly patients in terms
of stone-free rate (46.5% vs 41.1%, P.0.05) regardless of stone site or stone size and overall
retreatment rate (41.6% vs 37.0%, P.0.05). Elderly patients had a higher complication rate
than non-elderly patients (15.5% vs 23.5%, P=0.026). The most common complication was
flank pain. Receiver operating characteristic curves predicted that elderly patients (cutoff value:
65 years of age) had a higher risk of complications and that patients with smaller stones (cutoff
value: 0.8 cm) had a higher stone-free rate.
Conclusion: This study showed that elderly patients with upper urinary tract stones undergoing shock wave lithotripsy had comparable efficacy for stone-free rates and retreatment rates,
but higher complication rates.
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Patients and methods
This study retrospectively reviewed the medical records of
483 patients with upper urinary tract stones who underwent
SWL between March 2007 and December 2015. The number
of elderly patients (aged $65 years) was 238, and the number
of non-elderly patients (aged ,65 years) was 245. Although
there were more elderly patients with upper urinary tract
stones who needed SWL during the study period, some
patients refused SWL because of worries about possible
higher risks associated with old age. Therefore, only 238
elderly patients underwent SWL, and they were all included
in this study. For comparative purposes, a similar number
of non-elderly patients who underwent SWL were randomly
selected. In patients who underwent more than one session
of SWL during the study period, only the first SWL session
was investigated in this study. Patients underwent SWL with
either an electrohydraulic lithotripter (E3000; Medispec
LTD, Yehud, Israel) or an electromagnetic lithotripter
(EM1000; Medispec LTD) at two branches of the hospital
depending on their location. However, all procedures were
performed by the same two technicians who had experience in operating both the machines. The exclusion criteria
were patients with congenital anomalies, urinary diversion,
urosepsis, or coagulopathy or those who had undergone previous interventions for the urinary tract stones. The energy
level was gradually increased from 14 to 22 KV, and shock
waves were delivered at a rate of 120 shocks per minute by
both the lithotripters. The number of shock waves in one
session ranged from 3,000 to 4,000, depending on stone
fragmentation and patient tolerance. Patients who received
SWL by electrohydraulic lithotripters were placed under consciously monitored intravenous sedation with 100–150 mg
of fentanyl and 2.5–3 mL of midazolam depending on body
weight, whereas those treated with electromagnetic lithotripters were treated without anesthesia.
All the patients underwent physiological and laboratory
examinations before ESWL. Stone size was measured on
plain abdominal radiograph of kidney, ureter, and bladder
(KUB) in one dimension. Patients were evaluated within
4 weeks after SWL by KUB. Stone-free status was defined
as the absence of stone on radiographic imaging, and
retreatment was defined as further surgical intervention
for residual stone fragments .0.5 cm. Complications were
classified according to the Clavien-Dindo classification.
All data were compared using independent two-sample
t-test and chi-square test. Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves were generated for stone-free rates and complications of upper urinary tract stone cases separately, and
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cutoff points were determined with respect to the greatest
sensitivity and specificity values. Statistical significance
was set at P,0.05.
The use of data and the research protocol of the study
were permitted and approved by the Mackay Memorial
Hospital Institutional Review Board. Patients’ consent to
review their medical records was not required by Mackay
Memorial Hospital Institutional Review Board. According
to the regulations of Mackay Memorial Hospital Institutional Review Board, collection of noninvasive materials
for routine practice and data prepared retrospectively for
future publications does not require informed consent. All
personal information was de-identified prior to data analysis,
thus covering patient data confidentiality.

Results
The mean age was 48.2±9.7 years in the non-elderly group
and 72.9±6.0 years in the elderly group (P,0.05). The
elderly group had a higher proportion of kidney stones
(P,0.05). Comparison between the two groups showed
significantly larger stones in the elderly group (kidney,
0.94±0.31 cm in non-elderly group and 1.26±0.69 cm in
elderly group, P,0.05; ureter, 0.83±0.28 cm in non-elderly
group and 0.92±0.47 cm in elderly group, P,0.05). The
electrohydraulic – electromagnetic ratio between the two
groups was not significantly different (P.0.05) (Table 1).
Two elderly patients did not have a follow-up on KUB and
did not receive further treatment. In the subgroup analysis,
there was no significant difference in the stone-free rates,
retreatment rates, and complication rates between patients
undergoing SWL with the electrohydraulic and electromagnetic lithotripters.
The overall stone-free rates were similar (non-elderly
46.5% vs elderly 41.1%, P=0.23). Comparable stone-free
rates were seen for renal stones (non-elderly 40.3% vs
Table 1 Patient demographics and stone characteristics
Variables

Patients aged Patients aged P-value
,65 years
$65 years

Number of patients
Patient age, years
(mean ± SD)
Stone site
Kidney, n (%)
Ureter, n (%)
Stone size, cm (mean ± SD)
SWL
Electrohydraulic (n)
Electromagnetic (n)

245
48.2±9.7

238
72.9±6.0

119 (48.6)
126 (51.4)
0.89±0.30

145 (60.9)
93 (39.1)
1.13±0.63

163
82

168
70

0.29
,0.001
0.006

,0.001
0.337

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; SWL, shock wave lithotripsy.
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Table 2 Comparison of stone-free rates by stone site and size

Table 3 Comparison of retreatment rates by stone site and size

Variables

Patients aged
,65 years, n (%)

Patients aged
$65 years, n (%)

P-value

Variables

Patients aged
,65 years, n (%)

Patients aged
$65 years, n (%)

P-value

Overall
Kidney
Ureter
Stone size ,8 mm
Kidney
Ureter
Stone size $8 mm
Kidney
Ureter

114/245 (46.5)
48/119 (40.3)
66/126 (52.3)
53/92 (57.6)
16/33 (48.4)
37/59 (62.7)
61/153 (39.9)
32/86 (37.2)
29/67 (43.3)

97/236a (41.1)
48/143 (33.5)
49/93 (52.7)
46/75 (61.3)
17/30 (56.7)
29/45 (64.4)
51/161 (31.7)
31/113 (27.4)
20/48 (41.7)

0.230
0.257
0.964
0.626
0.516
0.856
0.130
0.142
0.863

Overall
Kidney
Ureter
Stone size ,8 mm
Kidney
Ureter
Stone size $8 mm
Kidney
Ureter

102/245 (41.6)
51/119 (42.9)
51/126 (40.5)
28/92 (30.4)
11/33 (33.3)
17/59 (28.8)
74/153 (48.4)
40/86 (46.5)
34/67 (50.7)

88/238 (37.0)
56/145 (38.6)
32/93 (34.4)
12/77 (15.6)
4/32 (12.5)
8/45 (17.8)
76/161 (47.2)
52/113 (46.0)
24/48 (50)

0.295
0.485
0.360
0.024
0.046
0.192
0.837
0.945
0.937

Note: aTwo cases with incomplete data were excluded.

elderly 33.5%, P=0.257) and ureteral stones (non-elderly
52.3% vs elderly 52.7%, P=0.964) (Table 2). An ROC curve
predicted that stones ,0.8 cm in size had a higher stone-free
rate (P,0.001). The Youden’s index on the ROC curve with
maximal sensitivity (0.66) and specificity (0.62) showed
that the threshold stone size for lower stone-free rates was
0.8 cm (Figure 1). Similar stone-free rates were seen in the
elderly and non-elderly regardless of stone size (P=0.626 for
stones ,0.8 cm, and P=0.130 for stones $0.8 cm) (Table 2).
There were no significant differences in the overall retreatment rates (non-elderly 41.6% vs elderly 37.0%, P=0.295)
but a higher retreatment rate in kidney stones ,0.8 cm in
size in the non-elderly (non-elderly 30.4% vs elderly 15.6%,
P=0.046) (Table 3).
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Table 4 Comparison of complication rates by stone site and size





Thirty-eight (15.5%) non-elderly patients and 56 (23.5%)
elderly patients had complications (P=0.026). Elderly patients
with ureteral stones, especially those $0.8 cm in size,
had a higher complication rate than non-elderly patients
(non-elderly 3.0% vs elderly 31.2%, P,0.001) (Table 4).
Logistic regression analysis showed that when compared
with the non-elderly, elderly patients with ureteral stones
of any size (odds ratio [OR] =6.57, 95% confidence
interval [CI]: 2.55–16.92) and ureteral stones $0.8 cm in
size (OR =14.77, 95% CI: 3.19–68.48) had significantly
increased risks of complications (Table 5). An ROC curve
predicted that patients aged .65 years had a higher complication rate (P,0.005). The Youden’s index on the ROC
curve with maximal sensitivity (0.60) and specificity (0.53)
showed that the threshold age for higher complication rates
was 65 years (Figure 2). This threshold age coincided with
the preset age limit of 65 years, confirming that elderly
patients had higher complication rates. The most common
complication was post-SWL-related flank pain (grade I),
which occurred in 38 (15.5%) non-elderly patients and
52 (21.8%) elderly patients (P=0.06). Post-SWL-related
pain was controlled with intravenous or intramuscular
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs in all cases. In the
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Figure 1 The ROC curve for stone size to determine which cutoff value predicts
the stone-free status after SWL.
Note: Green line, reference line; blue line, stone size in mm.
Abbreviations: ROC, receiver operating characteristic; SWL, shock wave lithotripsy.
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Variables

Patients aged
,65 years, n (%)

Patients aged
$65 years, n (%)

P-value

Overall
Kidney
Ureter

38/245 (15.5)
32/119 (26.9)
6/126 (4.8)

56/238 (23.5)
33/145 (22.8)
23/93 (24.7)

0.026
0.438
,0.001

Stone size ,8 mm

15/92 (16.3)

14/77 (18.1)

0.747

Kidney
Ureter
Stone size $8 mm

11/33 (33.3)
4/59 (6.8)
23/153 (15.0)

6/32 (18.8)
8/45 (17.8)
42/161 (26.0)

0.181
0.082
0.016

21/86 (24.4)
2/67 (3.0)

27/113 (23.9)
15/48 (31.2)

0.932
,0.001

Kidney
Ureter
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OR (95% CI)

P-value

Overall
Kidney
Ureter

1.68 (1.06–2.65)
0.80 (0.46–1.40)
6.57 (2.55–16.92)

0.027
0.438
,0.001

Stone size ,8 mm

1.14 (0.51–2.54)

0.747

Kidney
Ureter
Stone size $8 mm

0.46 (0.15–1.45)
2.97 (0.83–10.59)
1.99 (1.13–3.51)

0.186
0.093
0.017

0.97 (0.50–1.87)
14.77 (3.19–68.48)

0.932
0.001

Kidney
Ureter

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.

elderly group, one patient had a urinary tract infection and
one patient had nausea postoperatively. Two elderly patients
(0.8%) had subcapsular renal hematomas. One patient
received blood transfusion (grade II), and the other patient
underwent trans-arterial embolization at the intensive care
unit (grade IV).

Discussion
This study showed that SWL for upper urinary tract stones
was equally efficacious in elderly and non-elderly patients,
but a higher complication rate was seen in the elderly.
Previous studies yielded conflicting results. Ng et al showed
that in the elderly, the stone-free rate was significantly lower
for renal stones but not for ureter stones.4 Dhar et al showed
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Table 5 Risk of complications in patients aged $65 years
compared with patients aged ,65 years
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Figure 2 The ROC curve for patient age to determine which cutoff value predicts
the complication after SWL.
Note: Green line, reference line; blue line, patient age in years.
Abbreviations: ROC, receiver operating characteristic; SWL, shock wave lithotripsy.
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that the risk of complications after SWL was higher in the
elderly population.5
This study is important because the elderly is a unique
population, and medical practitioners must decide which
treatment modalities are efficacious and safe in this group
of patients with higher inherent surgical risks. Ackermann
et al showed that patients aged .60 years had the lowest
stone-free rate for renal stones compared with all other
age groups.6 Abdel-Khalek et al7 revealed that patients
aged .40 years had a significantly lower stone-free rate for
renal stones than patients aged ,40 years and also showed
that patients’ age was not a significant factor for ureter
stones. A study by Kimura and Sasagawa8 showed that
younger age and small stone size were prognostic factors
determining better stone clearance. However, another study
by Halachmi and Meretyk also showed that patients’ age was
not a predicting factor for ureteral stone clearance.9 AbdelKhalek et al reported that renal and ureteral stones #1 cm in
size were associated with a higher stone-free rate compared
with those .1 cm in size. This study also showed that stone
size was a significant factor in stone clearance rates. In this
study, the non-elderly group had a higher retreatment rate for
stones ,0.8 cm and renal stones ,0.8 cm in size (P,0.05).
However, these different retreatment rates between the two
groups could be due to bias, as decision for further surgical intervention was based on patients’ clinical symptoms,
patients’ willingness to undergo further treatment, and
various urologists’ clinical experience and practice.
For the comparison of treatment outcomes between the
two groups, stratification of the results according to stone
size and stone site was recommended by Clayman et al.10
In the present study, stratification analysis showed that the
elderly and non-elderly groups had comparable outcomes
when comparisons were made according to different stone
sizes and stone sites.
SWL may potentially induce renal trauma.11 Age, obesities, coagulopathies, thrombocytopenia, diabetes mellitus,
coronary heart disease, and preexisting hypertension are
the risk factors for SWL-related renal trauma. In this study,
two (0.8%) patients in the elderly group developed renal
hematomas. One was an 82-year-old male with a 5 cm renal
stone, who was hardly indicated for SWL. He was given a
blood transfusion. The other was a 70-year-old female with
a 1 cm renal stone, who had coronary artery disease, diabetes
mellitus, and hypertension. She underwent trans-arterial
embolization and was admitted to the intensive care unit.
Both the patients recovered uneventfully. Dhar et al5 reported
the incidence of renal hematoma after electromagnetic
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lithotripsy for renal stones to be 4.1%, and the probability
of hematoma increased 2.2 times for every 10-year increase
in patient’s age. Sheir et al12 reported an incidence of renal
hematoma of 0.5% (4/694). Due to functional and structural
injury to the kidney, SWL of kidney stones is more likely to
cause significant complications.
A large national SWL database in New Zealand
showed that common post-SWL complications included
pain managed with intravenous or suppository analgesics
(5.9%), perinephric hematoma (0.2%), urinary tract infection (1.1%), urosepsis (0.04%), and hospital admission
(6.8%).13 In the present study, the elderly group had a higher
complication rate than the non-elderly group (23.8% vs
15.5%, P,0.05). Jamshaid et al11 reported an incidence
of renal colic pain of 3.6% (10/274), whereas Sheir et al12
reported an incidence of renal colic pain of 9.6%. Renal
colic pain was the most common complication, and it
occurred in 18.6% of the patients included in this study.
They received intravenous or intramuscular analgesics and
recovered well.
A significantly higher complication rate was seen in
elderly patients with ureteral stones $0.8 cm in size. This
may be due to the larger ureteral stones being disintegrated
into more pieces and the higher probability of pain caused by
these fragments passing through the ureter. In the analysis, it
was found that elderly patients with ureteral stones, especially
those .0.8 cm, had a higher risk of complications (mostly
pain) than non-elderly patients. Sokolis et al14 showed that
aging increased the thickness of the ureter muscular wall
relative to the mucosal layers. This thickened ureter with a
possibly narrower lumen could explain why elderly patients
suffered from more pain when passing stones compared with
non-elderly patients.
This study showed that patients aged $65 years had a
higher complication rate (P,0.005). Compared with other
studies of patients of all ages, the present study in elderly
patients showed a higher complication rate after SWL.
Comparative studies are difficult as most of them are
retrospective and may contain many potential biases. Studies
may be multicentered or single centered. In addition, SWL
protocols (shock wave machines, energy, rate, frequency,
and operative time), preoperative protocols, anesthesia
protocols, follow-up protocols (time for post-SWL plain
film time or kidney ultrasound), and retreatment protocols
(time for secondary intervention) may differ from institution to institution. Moreover, experience of the operating
staffs may be different. These factors gathering together
may affect the final outcomes.15,16 Single-center studies are
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more likely to provide a conclusive result than multicenter
studies due to relatively minimized bias.17 Our study was
a retrospective single-center study. All SWL treatments
were performed by the same two experienced operators
operating both machines in two branches of our hospital,
and all the patients’ medical records were reviewed by a
single researcher. The consistency of these data was high,
and potential biases were minimized as much as possible.
The limitations of this study were 1) the retrospective nature
of the study, 2) the small number of patients, 3) the absence
of guidelines for stent placement before SWL, 4) the lack of
computed tomography exams from which the hardness of the
stones could be calculated, and 5) the lack of information
about stone composition.

Conclusion
This study showed that SWL of upper urinary tract stones
in elderly patients had comparable stone-free rates and
retreatment rates to non-elderly patients, but complication
rates were higher in the elderly. However, larger randomized studies are needed to verify these results. Nevertheless,
results from the present study may serve as reference in the
management of upper urinary tract stones in the ever-growing
number of elderly patients.
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